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Welcome To

Effortlessly create the ultimate living space with deluxe accessories from mild to wild. 
Organize in an instant with handy household helpers. Transform your outdoor space with 
a fabulous array of decorative treasures. Dozens of fantastic items to suit your style are 
here at Bayberry Lane!

Bayberry Lane®

a

c | new! bungalow 
candle lantern  
Showcase your favorite 
candle with this stunning 
Bungalow Candle 
Lantern. The four clear 
glass panels let the light 
shine bright and the 
beautifully detailed frame 
creates plenty of visual 
interest. Hang it from the 
top loop or rest it on its 
base. Wood, glass and 
iron. Candle not included. 
7" x 7" x 14½" high.   
10015422   $34.95

d | new! circlet 
candle lantern   
Excite the night with 
fantastic candle light as 
it shines through this 
gorgeous candle lantern. 
It features a brushed 
pewter-like finish, clear 
glass panels adorned 
with a classic circle 
design, and cupola on 
top that has an oversized 
hanging loop attached. 
Insert the candle of  
your choice and bask in 
the beautiful glow from 
this handsome lantern. 
Iron and glass.  
Candle not included. 
7⅞" x 7" x 14¾" high.   
10015408   $29.95

e | rustic silver 
contemporary 
candle lantern   
A brushed silver finish 
highlights every sleek 
detail of this squared 
contemporary candle 
lamp, creating a striking 
counterpart for a  
stately pillar candle.  
An effortless way to 
bring warmth and style 
into any surrounding! 
Iron and glass.  
Candle not included.  
5½" x 5¾" x 12" high.    
10014125   $24.95

f | bronze  
contemporary  
candle lantern   
A burnished copper  
glaze brightens the 
modernized framework 
of this glass-paneled 
hurricane lamp, making 
it the perfect finish for 
any special setting. A 
handsomely understated 
addition to your favorite 
room! Iron and glass. 
Candle not included. 
5½" x 5¾" x 12" high.   
10014126   $24.95

b

monticello candle lanterns  The stately 
design of these candle lanterns will dress 
up your home, indoors or out. The clear 
glass panels and the antiqued frames are 
the perfect accent to beautiful candlelight, 
and each of these lanterns can rest on its 
base or be hung from the top loop. Wood, 
glass and iron. Candles not included.  
Large: 8" x 8" x 18½" high;  
small: 5½" x 5½" x 12¼" high.   

a | new! large candle lantern  
 10015420 $39.95 
b | new! small candle lantern  
 10015421 $24.95
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Sparkle and Shine

a | bedazzling pendant sconce duo  Turn your empty wall space into 
a bewitching display of light! Free-swinging sconce pendants gracefully 
cradle glowing votive candles for a fascinating display of classic artistry.  
Iron and glass. Candles not included. Each is 5½" x 6¼" x 19½" high;  
holder is 5½" x 5½" x 8" high; wall mount is ¾" x 4½" x 6½" high.    
10014113   Pair  $16.95

b | bejeweled standing candelabra  Luminous bejeweled standing 
chandelier makes a stunning presentation for any special occasion! The 
perfect combination of elegance and opulence, set aglow in golden 
candlelight. Iron and acrylic. Candles not included. 10" x 10" x 17¾" high.   
10014128   $39.95

c | shabby elegance scrollwork chandelier  Elegant distressed-
ivory scrollwork and glimmering crystals turn candle glow into a captivating 
show. Instantly create an airy French provincial ambiance with this courtly 
chandelier! Iron with acrylic accents. Candles not included. 9¼" x 9¼" x 
24¾" long.   10038369   $24.95

d | ivory baroque chandelier  Curlicues, crystals and candles galore— 
this wonderful chandelier has it all! A lovely touch of luxury and refinement 
for your dining area, foyer, or even outdoors. Iron and acrylic. Candles not 
included. 11" x 11" x 15" high; 30" long with chain.   10014947   $32.95

e | mini-chandelier votive stand  Uniquely beautiful tabletop stand 
boasts two hanging votive “chandeliers.” Glittering crystals and curving 
lines delight the eye! Metal and glass with acrylic drops. Candles not 
included. 13" x 6¼" x 17" high.   10034693   $21.95

f | ivory elegance candelabra  Dripping with glittering crystals, 
graceful ivory curlicues create a showy support for a trio of candles. 
Delightfully extravagant with a touch of Old-World elegance! Iron  
and acrylic. Candles not included. 16¼" x 5⅛" x 14½" high.    
10039784   $34.95
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Timeless Treasures
eclipse candle lanterns  
Antiqued metal. Intricate 
patterns. Clear glass. The 
Eclipse lanterns have 
perfected the recipe for easy 
elegance! Large or small, 
these gorgeous lighting 
accessories are packed with 
graceful style. Iron and glass. 
Candle not included.   

a | new! large  
eclipse candle lantern   
5" x 5⅛" x 17½" high.    
10015411   $34.95

b | new! small eclipse 
candle lantern   
5" x 5⅛" x 12½" high.    
10015410   $29.95

c | new! floral woven 
nesting baskets   
Organize in style with this 
beautiful set of three nesting 
storage baskets. The base 
of the baskets is covered 
with floral upholstery and 
topped with natural woven 
material, and inside is a 
complementary pattern.  
Sea grass straw and fabric. 
Contents not included.  
Large: 15½" x 11" x 7½" high; 
medium: 13½" x 9¼" x  
7" high; small: 11½" x  
7½" x 6⅜" high.    
10015392   Set of 3  $39.95

d | french country table 
lamp  A very modern take 
on a Baroque style, this 
unique laser-cut wood lamp 
has three legs and a color-
matched shade that will 
complement and enliven  
your décor. Plug it in, turn the 
inline switch, and illuminate  
your room with a “Wow!”  
Wood and hemp shade.  
UL recognized. Light bulb not 
included. 13" x 13" x 29" high;  
shade: 13" x 13" x 8" high.    
10015159   $69.95

e | new! shabby 
elegance side table  
 If you’re looking for a  
unique side table that’s 
equally charming, you’ve 
found it! This artistic table 
will add a dash of romance 
and whimsy to your room, 
and its pull-pout drawer  
and lower shelf make it  
as functional as it is  
beautiful. MDF wood and 
hard wood. May require  
additional freight charge.  
19½"  x 13" x 30½" high.   
10015466   $159.95

a
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Relax and Refresh

a | healing spa bath basket   
Spoil yourself with soothing skin-care 
enriched with the goodness of olive 
oil, avocado and lemon fragrance. Set 
Includes: 2.8 oz. soap, 2.9 fl. oz. body 
scrub, 9.1 fl. oz. shower gel, 5.7 fl. oz. 
body lotion, wash cloth, pumice brush 
and sponge in custom basket. 11½" x  
6½" x 8½" high.   10012565   Set  $39.95

b | spa-in-a-basket  Spoil  
yourself! Cute wicker chest contains 
bath items in a relaxing “Honey Vanilla” 
scent, comfy slippers and a massage 
tool. 11⅞" x 7⅝" x 11⅜" high.    
10034187   Set  $39.95

c | sandalwood naturals spa 
basket  Every essential for a decadent 
at-home spa day is packed in this lovely 
lidded wicker basket! The rich, spicy 
scent of sandalwood adds natural appeal 
to moisturizing salon quality lotions, 
scrubs and bath crystals, all expressly 
collected for your ultimate delight.  
Set: 11½" x 6½" x 8" high.    
10014433   Set  $39.95

d | vanilla milk gift set   
Lightly scented “Pure Pleasures  
Vanilla Milk” bath set comes in an  
artfully rustic cord box. Gel, lotion,  
salts and more. 6¼" x 6¼" x 8" high.    
10034183   Set  $19.95

e | warm vanilla spa basket   
A sweet and spicy vanilla scent wraps 
you in its comforting embrace, healing 
tired skin (and spirit) from head to 
toe. An entire ensemble of spa-quality 
indulgences, from bath fizzers to 
exfoliating scrubbers, leaves you feeling 
relaxed, refreshed and ready to greet 
the day! Set: 11¾" x 6⅛" x 11" high.   
10014431   Set  $29.95

f | lemongrass eucalyptus spa 
basket  Rejuvenate and invigorate  
with the uplifting botanical essences of 
lemongrass and eucalyptus. This classic 
combination freshens our collection of 
bath time indulgences designed to leave 
you feeling perfectly pampered from  
head to toe. Set: 11¾" x 6" x 9½" high.    
10014432   Set  $29.95
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Ebony Elegance

a | baker’s style wine and glass 
rack  Open baker’s rack design 
enhances your home’s décor! This 
stylish and functional unit has cradles 
for ten wine bottles, a rack for ten 
stemmed glasses and three spacious 
shelves for storage or display. Wood 
and metal. Items on rack not included. 
Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. 24" x 16" x  
68" high.   10034775   $179.95

b | black side table  This simple 
yet elegant two drawer table is 
finished with a black stain that allows 
the beauty of the pine wood to show 
through. May require additional freight 
charge. 15¾" x 11⅝" x 27⅓" high.   
10036643   $99.95

c | crystal-trimmed candelabra  
Tall, elegant candleholder gets its 
glamour from a crown of glittering 
crystals! Dozens of facets capture 
dancing candlelight to create an  
ever-changing show of dazzling 
rainbows. Breathtakingly beautiful!  
Iron and acrylic. Candles not  
included. 10" x 10" x 17¾" high.    
10038029   $39.95

d | antiqued black wood cabinet  
This charming hand-painted cabinet has 
so many uses— an appealing end table 
next to sofa, beside the bed as a handy 
nightstand, or an attractive catch-all 
cabinet for a home office or bath! 
Attractively weathered matte-black 
finish and a simple shape allow this 
winsome furnishing to blend in with 
most any décor. Features one drawer 
above a generous single-door storage 
space. MDF wood. Some assembly 
required. May require additional 
freight charge. 18" x 12½" x 29" high.   
10039092   $139.95

e | colonial carved side table  
From mild to wild, any surrounding 
will get a high-fashion boost with the 
simple addition of this decorating 
treasure – now in the high-fashion 
shade of basic black! Curvy carvings 
and a dazzling pull knob add surprise 
touches of opulence, while an elegant 
silhouette beautifully complements 
your eclectic décor. MDF wood.  
Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. 17¾" x 13" x 
28" high.   10015081   $89.95

Page Subhead
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Antiqued Chic

a | rococo accent table  Exquisitely carved flourishes add an air of 
refinement to this appealing accent table. Wood with distressed white  
finish. Some assembly required. May require additional freight charge.  
23⅝" x 23⅝" x 29" high.   10034708   $99.95

b | side table  Sometimes the simple things are best, and this 2-drawer, 
single-shelf wooden table combines a sleek simplicity with versatile 
functionality. Use it as a side table, a night stand, in the office, the kitchen— 
you name it, it works! MDF and pine wood. May require additional freight 
charge. 15¾" x 11¾" x 27¼" high.   10036644   $99.95

c | arched-top wall mirror  Wood-framed vintage-look mirror adds French 
country flair to your “chateau!” Weathered white finish is a fabulous fit for 
any color scheme. 12½" x ½" x 20" high.   10031586   $29.95

d | graceful antiqued cabinet  Simple lines and a creamy hand-
distressed finish give this wonderful wooden cabinet the heirloom look 
of cherished vintage furnishings! Makes an elegant bedside nightstand, a 
handsome cabinet for any bath, or use your imagination to add stylish storage 
most anywhere in your home! MDF wood. Some assembly required. May 
require additional freight charge. 18" x 12½" x 29" high.   10039093   $139.95

e | carved white side table  Shaped legs and shell-design trim add 
distinction to this decorative side table. A generous drawer and a bottom shelf 
provide plentiful storage. MDF wood. Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. 17¾" x 13" x 28" high.   10034353   $89.95
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Modern Metals

e | new! dynasty candle lantern  This 
stunning pillar candle lantern features elaborate 
carving on either side of the candle holder, and 
the squared base and handle are the perfect 
geometric accent for this lantern’s rounded beauty. 
Iron and glass. Candle not included. 8" x 5½" x 
9½" high; glass holder: 3⅛" x 3⅛" x 7¾" high.   
10015275   $39.95

f | new! metal rattan lantern  Look no further 
for a stunning candle accessory that will instantly 
increase the style factor in any room. Our Metal 
Rattan Lantern features a stunning pear-shaped 
design with an intricate rattan-style woven pattern 
that will enhance the beauty of candlelight.  
Metal. Candle not included. 6½" x 6½" x 13" high;  
2½" round ring at top for hanging.    
10015340   $39.95

g | new! tall silver lace design candle 
lamp  This over-sized silvery metal shines with 
a mystifying and elaborate cutout pattern in this 
spectacular candle lantern. With a polished base 
and top, along with a squared-off handle, this 
lighting accent is sure to increase the splendor  
of any room. Iron. Candle not included.  
8½" x 8½" x 13½" high; 17" high with handle up.    
10015277   $49.95

a | new! ornate candle lantern  Highly polished metal highlights 
the intricately carved top of this stunning candle lantern. With four 
glass panels, a large top ring for hanging, and a fascinating door latch, 
this lighting accent will draw the gaze of many admirers. Iron. Candle 
not included. 3" x 3" x 11¾" high.   10015272   $16.95

b | new! hanging bulbs candleholder  This is a fascinating 
candle centerpiece that will let your great taste in décor shine bright! 
Three contemporary yet classic glass bulbs hang from a stainless steel 
wire frame at varying heights. Add the candles of your choice and 
light them to create a unique ambiance. Iron and glass. Candles not 
included. 10" x 9" x 24" high.   10015438   Set  $39.95

c | new! silver ottoman pouf  Add glitz and glamour to your 
living room with this comfortable ottoman pouf. Finished in silver, this 
functional furnishing accent will be the most popular seat or footrest in 
the house. PU and polystyrene material. May require additional freight 
charge. 22" x 22" x 13¾" high.   10015184   $99.95

d | new! silver moroccan dome lantern  The captivating design 
of Morocco will add some international flair to your candle with this 
exotic dome lantern. Clear glass panels let the light shine through, 
topped with an ornate domed roof and oversize hanging loop. Metal 
and glass. Candle not included. 5¼" x 5¼" x 13" high; 2½" round ring at 
top for hanging.   10015341   $39.95
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Breezy Bathroom

a | linen cabinet  A classic design refashioned with sophistication using 
silver-finished magnetic hardware and veiled glass doors. This wood cabinet 
is a stately home for towels, sheets and more. Some assembly required. May 
require additional freight charge. Contents not included. 24" x 12" x 63" high.   
10035014   $239.95

b | bathroom cabinet  Understated cabinet elegantly hides bath products 
and towels behind opaque glass doors. Silver-finished, magnetic-latch 
hardware. Wood. Some assembly required. May require additional freight 
charge. Contents not included. 24¼" x 9" x 30½" high.   10035013   $129.95

c | storage cabinet  Refined bathroom cabinet delicately graces  
cramped quarters in style. Wood. Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. Contents not included. 13¾" x 11¾" x 33" high.   
10035012   $89.95

d | nantucket tall storage cabinet  You’ll find a thousand uses for this 
fashionable organizer, from the bathroom to the living room and beyond! 
Sleek louvered styling and bright white finish let this handsome shelf brighten 
most any décor. MDF wood. Some assembly required. May require additional 
freight charge. Contents not included. 13½" x 8" x 65" high.    
10014705   $99.95

e | nantucket bathroom wall shelf  Bright white louvered shelf contains 
clutter and adds style appeal to your powder room! Two roomy shelves hold 
plenty of collectibles or bath essentials, while a built-in bar holds a towel right 
at ready reach. MDF wood. Some assembly required. Contents not included. 
23¾" x 8" x 20" high.   10014706   $49.95

f | nantucket storage cabinet  Big on storage yet surprisingly sleek, 
this shelf and cabinet combination tucks anywhere for instant organization. 
A winning style addition for any room in your home! MDF wood. Some 
assembly required. May require additional freight charge. Contents not 
included. 13½" x 12" x 27½" high.   10014707   $69.95
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Classical Charm
a | rustic baker’s rack shelf  Baker’s 
rack has just the right mix of rustic romance 
and roomy shelving! An attractive showcase 
for decorative treasures, or an ample storage 
spot for everyday items; blends perfectly with 
your décor. Wood and metal. May require ad-
ditional freight charge. Contents not included. 
23⅜" x 12¾" x 49" high.   10012516   $129.95

b | bicycle plant stand  Nostalgic styling 
blooms to life when you add your favorite 
plant to this whimsical stand! Wrought iron 
curlicues form the shape of an old-fashioned 
bicycle from bygone days. Iron. Some 
assembly required. Plant not included.  
20¾" x 10" x 14⅛" high; plant basket:  
10" x 10".   10013185   $39.95

c | country apple plant stand  Put your 
favorite plants on proud display with this 
country-style stand! An apple-branch motif 
adds charm and color to a graceful triple-tier 
“gate” design. Wrought iron. Plants and 
pots not included. 19¼" x 15½" x 19¾" high.   
10039857   $49.95

d | ivy-design staircase plant stand  
Airy strands of ivy grace this staircase style 
plant stand. Six shelves place plants at 
graduating heights, creating a dramatic display 
of greenery! Metal. Some assembly required. 
Plants and pots not included. 22¼" x 22½" x 
38½" high.   10034764   $59.95

e | four-tier plant stand screen   
Form meets function in this versatile design! 
This interesting screen has four graduated-
height panels, each topped with a secure 
plant shelf; foldable to fit any area. Metal. 
Plants and pots not included. 32" x 8" x  
24¾" high.   10031339   $29.95

f | new! spurred cowboy boot planter   
Let your favorite flowers or plant saddle 
up in this charming cowboy boot planter. 
This planter has plenty of Western flair and 
looks like a well-worn and weathered boot, 
complete with a spur on the back. Polyresin. 
Plant not included. 7⅝" x 4¼" x 9" high.   
10015324   $19.95
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Western Flair

a | new! contempo copper candle 
lantern  This coppery and contemporary 
candle lantern will draw admirers even 
when its not glowing with candlelight. 
The metal frame features a gleaming 
coppery finish with a dramatic hanging 
loop at top, and the clear glass panels  
let your favorite candle shine through. 
Iron and glass. Candle not included.  
6½" x 6½" x 15" high.   10015427   $39.95

b | new! horseshoes and stars 
candleholder  Lucky is the home that 
is accented with this lovely Western-style 
candle holder. Horseshoes and stars 
make the light of five candles dance 
with cowboy flair, set in a wrought iron 
base. It includes five glass candle cups 
and makes a great table centerpiece or 
mantel lighting accent. Iron and glass. 
Candles not included. 14½" x 5⅛" x  
5" high.   10015298   $29.95

c | new! classic cowboy boots 
planter  Show off your cowboy style 
and your green thumb at the same time! 
Fashioned after a pair of classic cowboy 
kicks, this planter displays your favorite 
plant with true Western flair. The bottom 
of the planter features a small drain hole. 
Polyresin. Plant not included. 7½" x 7" x  
8" high.   10015279   $24.95

d | cowboy boots planter  Some 
boots were made for walking, but this 
pair is a playful planter that brings a 
merry spot of greenery to your home 
on the range. Realistically rustic, right 
down to the dusty finish, fancy stitching 
and worn, wrinkled shape! Polyresin. 
Plants not included. 9⅝" x 7¾" x 9⅛" high.   
10038447   $24.95

e | hen with chicks sculpture  
Mother Hen and her young charges 
scratch up some lunch in this charming 
country garden sculpture. Rustic-finished 
metal. Hen 11¼" x 3¾" x 14½" high.   
10031170   Set of 5  $29.95

f | new! cowboy boot wine bottle 
holder  After a long day on the range, 
settle into your favorite seat and enjoy 
some wine! Keep your favorite bottle of 
wine in this rustic and Western-inspired 
cowboy boot bottle holder. Designed and 
decorated to look a like a well-worn boot 
that has seen plenty of wrangling action, 
this boot is ready to wrangle your wine 
and keep it at the ready on your table or 
countertop. Polyresin. Wine bottle not 
included. 9" x 4½" x 8½" high.    
10015444   $24.95
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Fireplace Finesse

a | new! french 
revival fireplace 
screen  A touch 
of French form will 
add a dash of style 
to your fireplace. 
This beautiful iron 
screen features a 
gorgeous pattern 
of fleur de lis metal 
cutouts accented 
by scrolling designs. 
The top features 
a large fleur de lis 
that accentuates its 
continental charm. 
Wrought iron. May 
require additional 
freight charge. 
Folded: 26¼" x  
1" x 33¼" high;  
opened: 46¼" wide.    
10015400   $99.95

b | new! 
embellished 
fireplace screen  
A fireplace screen 
that is as beautiful as 
the flames it guards! 
This metal screen 
features a dramatic 
arched shape 
embellished by 
scrolling metalwork 
designs that mimic 
the flickering  
flames kept in 
the fireplace. This 
screen is beautiful 
even when the 
fireplace is empty! 
Wrought iron. May 
require additional 
freight charge. 
Folded: 24½" x  
1" x 33" high; 
opened: 46" wide.    
10015399   $99.95

d
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c | florentine fireplace screen  A warm, rustic finish and ornate 
scrollwork give this metal screen the look of a timeless Italian treasure, 
graciously keeping stray sparks and fireplace embers at bay. A handsome 
enhancement for any décor! Wrought iron. May require additional freight 
charge. 46¾" x ½" x 31½" high.   10013773   $99.95

e | tuscan-design fireplace screen  Evocative of the ironwork of 
traditional Italian artisans, this curvaceous folding fireplace screen features 
exquisite black cast iron accents. May require additional freight charge.  
44½" x 1" x 30¾" high.   10034770   $99.95

d | lone star fireplace screen  Add a touch of Texas style to your  
hearth with this handsome folk art screen! Striking gate design features a 
host of metal cutouts and rustic weathered finish; gives any room a cozy 
prairie campfire feel. May require additional freight charge. Front panel  
26" x 3¾" x 35" high. When open screen is 51" wide.   10012569   $99.95

f | rustic forest fireplace screen  Magnificent metalwork fire screen 
features cutout silhouettes of deer and mountains; absolutely magical when 
backlit by firelight! Wrought iron. May require additional freight charge.  
54" x ½" x 32½" high.   10012295   $99.95
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a | new! small wire vase candle holder  Candlelight has never been 
more intriguing than when shining from this stunning wire-frame vase. The 
interior holds a glass candle cup that awaits the candle of your choice. Iron 
and glass. Candle not included. 7" x 7" x 19½" high; glass holder: 4" x 4" x  
12" high.   10015426   $24.95

b | new! large wire vase candle holder   This large wire vase turns 
candlelight into modern glow! Insert a candle of your choice inside the glass 
cup and light it to create contemporary shine in your room. Iron and glass. 
Candle not included. 7" x 7" x 23" high; glass holder: 4" x 4" x 13½" high.   
10015425   $29.95
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Kitchen Elements

a | pasta cooker set  From 
pasta to soups, this versatile 
stock pot makes gourmet cooking 
a breeze! Multipurpose 8-quart 
set lets you steam, boil and cook 
up all your favorites. Stainless 
steel and glass lid. Suitable 
for dishwasher; hand wash 
recommended. Set: 13" x 10" x 
10¼" high; strainer: 13" x 10" x  
7" high.   10014737   $49.95

b | bamboo tray  Versatile 
bamboo tray folds up for easy 
storage while not in use as a side 
table or serving tray. Designed 
with comfortable handles and 
raised edges to prevent spillage. 
Bamboo. Folded: 19¾" x 11⅞" x 
2½" high; opened: 25⅛" x 11¾" x 
9¼" high.   10001224   $19.95

c | hanging pot holder   
An intricate swirl design makes 
this wrought iron hanging pot 
holder a useful work of art for the 
kitchen. May require additional 
freight charge. Cookware  
not included. 31¼" x 15⅞" x  
11⅞" high.   10035603   $89.95

d | osaka kitchen 
cart  Attractive rolling cart 
complements any gourmet 
kitchen! The perfect fusion of 
fashion and function, with a sleek 
tower silhouette containing a 
solid bamboo top, utensil drawer, 
two baskets and a bamboo 
shelf. Bamboo and chrome 
plated metal. Some assembly 
required. 14⅛" x 14⅛" x 30" high.   
10014710   $79.95

e | kyoto kitchen trolley  
Handy for the chef or bartender in 
your home, this miniature island 
easily rolls anywhere in your 
kitchen. Two shelves, a drawer, 
a towel bar, removable top that 
converts to a tray and easy wheel 
brakes add to the convenience 
of the trolley. Bamboo. Some 
assembly required. 27¾" x 17⅛" x 
34¼" high.   10001222   $179.95
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Barrels of Style
a | apple barrel planter ladder  The simulated fir wood 
barrels of this planter trio have authentic metal banding and are 
fastened to sturdy wooden posts. Its hinged tri-level design 
gives you the freedom to adjust it to fit anywhere in your yard. 
Fir wood. Plants not included. Open: 36" x 9¾" x 22⅝" high; 
closed: 12½" x 9¾" x 22⅝" high; each bucket is 9½" x 9½" x  
5" high.   10015113   $89.95

b | apple barrel planter trio  This trio of planters have look 
of aged oak barrels, complete with black metal banding and 
handles for ease of relocating around your yard. Fir wood.  
May require additional freight charge. Plants not included.  
Large: 15" x 15" x 12" high; medium: 12" x 12" x 9¾" high;  
small: 10" x 10" x 7½" high.   10015114   Set  $79.95

c | apple barrel fountain  Sparkling waterfalls cascade from 
spout to spout down the faces of three stacked bushel baskets.  
Fir wood. UL recognized. Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. Electric pump included. 23½" x 23½" x 
30½" high.   10013841   $199.95

d | wagon wheel fountain  Country charm abounds in  
this casual all-wood water fountain! Impressively sized at  
33" high for serious style impact! Fir wood. UL recognized. 
Some assembly required. May require additional freight charge. 
Submersible electric pump included. 28" x 13" x 33" high.   
10014650   $199.95

e | pump and barrel fountain  The soothing sound of 
cascading water falls from the well pump into wooden barrels, 
and when you add a splash of greenery in the front-mounted 
planter trio, you’ll have a peaceful oasis of a bygone era in your 
yard! Fir wood and iron. Some assembly required. May require 
additional freight charge. Plants not included. 21¼" x 21¼" x  
34" high; each small bucket: 5½" x 5½" x 4" deep; large bucket: 
21¼" x 21¼" x 10" deep.   10015115   $259.95

f | wagon wheel planter  Creates an instant oasis with a 
little country charm! Four buckets hold a quartet of your loveliest 
plants, suspended from a realistic wagon wheel center; well-
weathered finish lends an antique look. Wood and metal. Some 
assembly required. May require additional freight charge. Plants 
not included. 18½" x 18½" x 23½" high.   10012691   $99.95
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Backyard Beauties

a | wagon wheel bench   
Laze in the shade after a long day; 
this rustic bench is right at home 
on patio, porch or lawn. Sturdy  
love seat has ample seating for 
two, with quaint wagon wheel 
armrests at either end. It’s  
country comfort at its finest! 
Wood. Some assembly required. 
 May require additional freight 
charge. 42¼" x 21" x 31" high.    
10012690   $199.95

b | jewel-tone flower pot 
trio  Bring a burst of color to your 
garden! Embossed earthenware 
flower pots are sumptuous in 
shades of azure, topaz and peridot. 
Set includes three separate sizes 
to hold a variety of your favorite 
greenery! Drain hole at bottom 
of each pot. Ceramic. Plants not 
included. Large is 12" x 12" x  
8½" high; medium is 9" x 9" x  
6½" high; small is 6½" x 6½" x  
5¼" high.   10038899   Set  $69.95

c | two-person hammock  
Relax together on this sturdy 
cotton hammock built comfortably 
for two. A delightful retreat! Pillow 
not included. Max. Wt.: 440 lbs. 
Recycled cotton rope on a wood 
frame, metal loops for hanging.  
May require additional freight 
charge. 54" x 140" long.    
10033024   $59.95

d | hammock chair  Perfect to  
hang on porch or branch. This 
comfy cradle chair will quickly 
become your favorite place to 
relax! Max. Wt.: 200 lbs. Recycled 
cotton. May require additional 
freight charge. 39¼" x 46" high.   
10035330   $49.95

e | cotton padded swing 
chair  A relaxing way to retreat 
from the day! Soft cotton padding 
and gentle rocking motion cradle 
you in exceptional comfort.  
Great for use indoors or out.  
Max Wt.: 200 lbs. Seat: 10½" wide.  
Recycled cotton. May require 
additional freight charge.  
Chair is 38" x 17¾" x 52" high.   
10034302   $49.95
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a | new! moroccan-style side table  It’s a side table with exotic 
flair! The Moroccan style table’s intricate details will certainly add a dash 
of spice to your room. It features a pull-out drawer and lower shelf framed 
by beautiful Moroccan-style carved elements. MDF wood. May require 
additional freight charge. 15" x 15" x 25" high.   10015465   $159.95

b | new! moroccan accent table  Gorgeous design with exotic flair, 
this accent table is the ultimate in chic global style. The table features 
braided trim, six legs with decorative Moroccan style, and a pull-out drawer 
for fashionable function. MDF wood. May require additional freight charge. 
14½" x 12½" x 25" high.   10015467   $139.95
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